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The tissue deposition of amyloid fibrils is a hallmark of the 
amyloid family of diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease, 
Parkinson’s disease and type II diabetes (T2D). These fibrils 

are associated with and possibly causal of disease1. Associated with 
T2D are fibrils of hIAPP (or amylin), a human protein hormone 
of 37 residues, which works with insulin to regulate blood sugar 
levels2,3. Pancreatic amyloid deposits of hIAPP are found in more 
than 90% of T2D patients4–6, and genetic and experimental evidence 
links them to the pathogenic mechanism of T2D7–11. Accordingly, 
determining the near-atomic-resolution structures of these 
disease-related hIAPP fibrils may help to understand the molecular 
mechanism of pathogenesis of T2D, and can offer essential infor-
mation for the structure-based design of inhibitors of amyloidosis.

Our previous cryo-EM study revealed the structure of amyloid 
fibrils formed by full-length recombinant hIAPP fused to a small 
ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMO)-tag12, adding to the collection of 
models and near-atomic-resolution structures reported for fibrils of 
synthetic and untagged hIAPP peptide13–16. Whereas these structures 
were all obtained from hIAPP fibrils formed in vitro, recent studies 
on tau and α-synuclein suggest that in vitro fibrils may not adopt 
the same structures as patient-extracted fibrils17,18. These findings 
raise the question of whether the reported hIAPP fibril structures 
are disease-related. In this Article, we extract hIAPP fibrils from 
islet cells of a donor with T2D to seed the fibril formation of syn-
thetic hIAPP, and determine four cryo-EM structures from seeded 
fibrils, with the expectation that the seeded fibrils may replicate the 
structure of the seeds (Supplementary Text 1).

Results
T2D patient fibrils seed fibrilization of synthetic hIAPP. We 
extracted hIAPP fibrils from the islet cells of a donor with T2D, 

and used these extracted fibrils to seed the fibril formation of syn-
thetic hIAPP peptides. We first tested the amyloid content in islet 
cells from seven donors with T2D (donors 1 to 7) by Congo red 
staining. Samples from one donor (donor 6) exhibited strong Congo 
red staining while samples from two other donors (donors 4 and 
5) exhibited medium staining (Fig. 1a, Extended Data Fig. 1a and 
Supplementary Table 1). We selected donor 6 for further study. 
Genotyping revealed that the hIAPP encoded was wild type. We 
then performed fibril extraction from islet cells of donor 6 by fol-
lowing the protocol reported previously and combined with immu-
noprecipitation (Methods). Our goal was to determine the structure 
of T2D-relevant hIAPP fibrils. However, patient extracted fibrils are 
too scarce for cryo-EM study. To amplify the quantity of sample, 
we used patient-extracted fibrils to seed synthetic hIAPP, generat-
ing abundant, long fibrils for cryo-EM determination (Fig. 1 and 
Extended Data Fig. 1; for details see Methods).

Cryo-electron microscopy structures of seeded hIAPP fibrils. We 
identified eight different morphologies during two-dimensional 
(2D) classification: four were clearly twisted (termed TW1–4) and 
suitable for structure determination and four were not twisted 
(termed NT1–4; Fig. 2 and Extended Data Fig. 2a,b). TW1 is the 
most abundant species and contains ~30% of all identifiable seg-
ments, whereas TW2, TW3 and TW4 contain 15%, 10% and 10%, 
respectively. NT1–4 together account for the remaining 35% of par-
ticles, but their lack of twisting precludes 3D structure determina-
tion. We determined the cryo-EM structures of TW1 to TW4 with 
resolution ranging from 3.8 to 4.1 Å (Fig. 2, Extended Data Figs. 2c–
e and 3 and Table 1). These structures displayed the typical cross-β 
scaffold of amyloid fibrils, consisting of layers of β-strands stacked 
with 4.8-Å spacing (Fig. 2 and Extended Data Fig. 3).
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All four fibril polymorphs are composed of two intertwined 
chains or protofilaments. The two protofilaments are related by a C2 
symmetry axis in the TW2 fibrils and by a pseudo-P21 axis in TW3 
fibrils. In TW1 and TW4, which we term heterotypic fibrils, the two 
protofilaments (chains A and B) are conformationally distinct from 
each other (Fig. 2 and Extended Data Fig. 4a).

We note that at the current resolution (3.7 to 4.1 Å), cryo-EM 
refinement usually suffers from local minima problems19, which 
may raise the risk of an incorrect map and/or model. However, we 
were able to build unambiguous models based on map fitting as well 
as external information, such as cross-validation via other struc-
tures and determining the terminus of the main chain (see Methods 
for details).

In the final models, we observed density for the C-terminal 
residue of hIAPP (Tyr37) in all chains except for TW4 chain B 
(Extended Data Fig. 5a). The lack of additional density beyond 
Tyr37 in all polymorphs except TW4 chain B and the lack of space 
for building additional residues beyond Tyr37 in TW2, TW3 and 
TW4 chain A supports the registration of the models into the 
maps (Extended Data Figs. 2c and 5b,c). Furthermore, the finding 
that the amide moiety of Tyr37 forms a hydrogen bond to stabi-
lize the fibril fold on TW2, TW3 and TW4 chain A is consistent 
with the previous observation that C-terminal amidation promotes 
amyloidosis of hIAPP20 (Extended Data Fig. 5c). Density for the 
N-terminal region was more variable; the first ordered residue dif-
fers among polymorphs from Thr6 (in TW2 and TW4 chain A) 
to Val17 (TW1 chain B; Extended Data Fig. 5a). In TW2–4, we 
found extra density near the N terminus, suggesting the position 
of additional N-terminal residues (Fig. 2, Extended Data Fig. 5b 
and Discussion).

Three seeded polymorphs are previously unreported forms. 
Three of the four seeded hIAPP fibril structures are distinct from 
previously reported unseeded ones. We consider fibrils 6Y1A15 and 
6ZRF16 as the unseeded controls of our study, given that, in all three 
studies, identical starting material (C-terminally amidated hIAPP) 
and similar fibril growth conditions were used. Those two unseeded 
control studies revealed fibril structures similar to each other (dis-
regarding the opposite assignment of fibril handedness, Extended 
Data Fig. 4b; see Methods for details) as the dominant species (90% 
and 80% of total fibril populations, respectively). In our seeded 
experiment, we found that one species, TW3, matches the domi-
nant conformation of 6Y1A and 6ZRF (Extended Data Fig. 4b), but 
it contributes only 10% of the total population. The majority of the 
seeded fibrils are polymorphs TW1, TW2 and TW4, whose struc-
tures differ from the unseeded controls.

Structural alignment at the protofilament level. We selected all 
unique hIAPP conformations (a single layer in a protofilament in a 
fibril) among all reported hIAPP fibril structures (Table 2) and per-
formed pairwise structural alignment (Methods and Supplementary 
Table 2). We found all conformations except TW2 can be cat-
egorized into two groups: core fold 1 (CF1) and core fold 2 (CF2;  
Fig. 3a,b, Supplementary Text 2 and Extended Data Fig. 6). Unlike 
the other structures, TW2 is composed of unique protofilament 
folds, as evidenced by the superposition with TW1 chain A and 
chain B (Extended Data Fig. 4d). In the following, we refer to the 
fold of TW2 as core fold 3 (CF3).

CF1 and CF2 form different protofilament interfaces. The two 
core folds (CF1, CF2) we observe in most hIAPP fibril structures 
can be combined in three different ways to form a fibril. All three 
have been observed, including the two homotypic types, CF1-CF1 
(TW1, 6Y1A and 6ZRF) and CF2-CF2 (6ZRR, 6ZRQ and 6VW2), 
and the heterotypic type, CF1-CF2 (TW1, TW4 and 6ZRR;  
Fig. 3b). The interfaces at which the different protofilaments meet 
are not conserved; for example, when aligned at CF2 (chain B of 
TW1, TW4 and 6ZRR), we found that the other chains from these 
three structures are not aligned (Fig. 3c). We examined all substan-
tial interfaces of protofilaments presented in hIAPP fibril structures 
(Extended Data Fig. 5f), and we found all these interfaces are differ-
ent (Supplementary Text 3), suggesting that polymorphism arises at 
the level of protofilament assembly into fibrils.

Comparison of wild-type and S20G hIAPP fibril structures. 
S20G of hIAPP is the only hereditary mutation found so far in T2D 
patients, and it has been reported to increase the amyloidosis of 
hIAPP and cause early onset of T2D21–24. Structures of hIAPP fibrils 
containing the S20G mutation have been determined and deposited 
in the PDB with codes 6ZRR and 6ZRQ16. By contrast, the genotype 
of the patient sample of our study identifies the seeds as wild-type 
hIAPP, and the seeded synthetic monomeric hIAPP we used is also 
wild type. Comparison of the S20G structures with the wild-type 
structures reveals that S20G structures exhibit the same conserved 
kernels, CF1 and CF2, as the wild-type structures (Fig. 3b). These 
observations suggest that the S20G mutation enhances fibrilization 
not by creating new core folds, but instead by favoring the same 
folds exhibited by wild-type hIAPP.

To improve our understanding of the mechanism by which S20G 
stabilizes hIAPP fibril structures, we marked position 20 on hIAPP 
structures with arrows (Fig. 3b) and found that all are located at 
or near sharp kinks in the main chain. Because the glycine residue 
is more permissive of a kinked conformation, we suggest that the 
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Fig. 1 | Extraction of patient islet cells and seeding of fibril growth. a, Congo red staining of a slice of islet cells from a donor with T2D (donor 6).  
b, Negatively stained EM image of the elute-1 fraction in the immunoprecipitation assay. Amyloid fibrils are indicated by arrows. Insets: dot blots of the 
same fraction probed by anti-hIAPP (amylin polyclonal antibody) and anti-amyloid fibril OC antibodies. c, ThT aggregation curves of freshly prepared 
synthetic hIAPP peptide incubated with (red) and without (black) the patient extracted fibrils as fibril growth seeds. Data are shown as mean ± s.d., n = 3 
independent experiments. d, Negatively stained EM images of the same samples as in c after 20 h of incubation.
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S20G hereditary mutation promotes amyloid formation by allowing 
the peptide chain to more easily adopt a fibril-forming fold.

In addition to favoring a kinked conformation in the main chain, 
we found another mechanism by which S20G may favor CF2 over 
CF1 and CF3. We found that among all hIAPP protofilaments that 
contain CF2, the backbone phi angle at position 20 is positive, 
whereas the phi angle of position 20 in all other protofilaments is 
negative (Fig. 3d). Positive phi angles are favored by glycine more 
than any of the other 19 amino acid residues, because only glycine 
lacks a side chain larger than hydrogen that would otherwise clash 

with the main chain in this conformation. This observation sug-
gests that S20G relieves the steric clash among protofilaments that 
contain CF2, permitting their formation. This hypothesis is sup-
ported by the observation that protofilaments with CF2 are more 
abundant in the S20G fibril dataset than in wild-type datasets, with 
the exception of 6VW2 (Extended Data Fig. 7a). We note in the 
6VW2 dataset that the fibrils are formed by SUMO-tagged recom-
binant hIAPP without C-terminal amidation, differing from the 
synthetic and untagged hIAPP used in the studies of 6Y1A, 6ZRR 
and 6ZRQ15,16. So perhaps the existence of the SUMO-tag and/or the 
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Fig. 2 | Cryo-EM structures of patient extract-seeded hIAPP fibrils. Far left: representative 2D classes of four morphologies that display twisting features 
(TW1–TW4). Middle left: fibril reconstructions of TW1–TW4 scaled to match the 2D classes. The pitch of each morphology is labeled. Middle right: 
density and atomic model of one cross-sectional layer of each morphology. The asterisk marks residual density that may represent an unknown ligand 
(also see Extended Data Fig. 5d). Far right: schematic model of each morphology. Hydrophobic residues are shown in yellow, polar ones in green, glycines 
in pink and arginines in blue. N-term, N terminus; C-term, C terminus. The percentages of total helical segments belonging to each morphology are shown 
in the pie chart in the middle, and the numbers are calculated via 2D classification.
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lack of C-terminal amidation drives the fibrils in 6VW2 to the S20G 
favored CF2 conformation.

Structural similarity of hIAPP and amyloid-β fibrils. A clinical 
link between T2D and Alzheimer’s disease has been reported25–27, 
and evidence suggests that this link arises from the cross-seeding 
between hIAPP and amyloid-β fibrils in patients28–32. Cross-seeding 
is hypothesized to depend on the structural similarity between 
fibrils of hIAPP and amyloid-β. Previous structural compari-
sons between hIAPP and amyloid-β fibrils have supported this 
hypothesis12,15,16. Here, we perform comparisons while taking spe-
cial note of the conserved core folds (CF1 and CF2). These cores, 

CF1 (residues 15–28) and CF2 (residues 20–33), each cover the 
region of maximal sequence similarity between hIAPP (19–29) 
and amyloid-β (24–34) (Fig. 3e), raising the question of whether 
analogous structural cores also exist in amyloid-β. We use TW1 
chain A and chain B to represent protofilaments with CF1 and 
CF2, respectively, and, together with TW2 (CF3), we compare 
them with all available amyloid-β fibril structures. We con-
fined our superpositions to the residue ranges exhibiting maxi-
mal sequence identity as noted above (Supplementary Table 3;  
see Methods for details). The comparisons reveal that each hIAPP 
core fold exhibits a root mean square deviation (r.m.s.d.) under 
1.8 Å with some amyloid-β fibril structure. The best amyloid-β 

Table 1 | Cryo-EM data collection, refinement and validation statistics

tW1 (EMD-23686,  
PDB 7M61)

tW2 (EMD-23687,  
PDB 7M62)

tW3 (EMD-23688,  
PDB 7M64)

tW4 (EMD-23689, 
PDB 7M65)

Data collection and processing

Magnification ×64,000 ×64,000 ×64,000 ×64,000

Voltage (kV) 300 300 300 300

Electron exposure (e−/Å2) 45–85 45–85 45–85 45–85

Defocus range (μm) 0.7–2.7 0.7–2.7 0.7–2.7 0.7–2.7

Pixel size (Å) 1.055 1.055 1.055 1.055

Symmetry imposed C1 C2 C1 C1

Helical rise (Å) 4.81 4.80 2.40 4.81

Helical twist (°) −2.94 178.42 178.33 −2.94

Initial particle images (no.) 339,132 953,276 285,645 170,541

Final particle images (no.) 26,608 23,957 17,853 20,365

Map resolution (Å) 3.8 3.9 4.0 4.1

 FSC threshold 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143

Map resolution range (Å) 200–3.8 200–3.9 200–4.0 200–4.1

Refinement

Initial model used (PDB code) De novo De novo 6Y1A De novo

Model resolution (Å) 3.7 4.1 4.0 4.0

 FSC threshold 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Model resolution range (Å) 200–3.7 200–4.1 200–4.0 200–4.0

Map sharpening B factor (Å2) 83 98 155 100

Model composition

 Nonhydrogen atoms 1,690 2,380 1,850 2,025

 Protein residues 230 320 250 275

 Ligands 0 0 0 0

B factors (Å2)

 Protein 45.8 150.3 67.7 92.4

 Ligand – – – –

R.m.s. deviations

 Bond lengths (Å) 0.007 0.007 0.008 0.009

 Bond angles (°) 1.166 1.126 1.150 1.506

Validation

MolProbity score 2.51 2.78 2.30 2.70

Clashscore 23.6 32.8 19.5 31.1

Poor rotamers (%) 0 0 0 0

Ramachandran plot

 Favored (%) 85.71 76.67 91.3 82.35

 Allowed (%) 14.29 23.33 8.7 17.65

 Disallowed (%) 0 0 0 0
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matches for each of the three groups of hIAPP protofilaments  
are as follows: 6OIZ with TW1 chain A, 2M4J with TW1 chain B 
and 5OQV and 6SHS with TW2 (Fig. 3e). These results suggest that 
hIAPP and amyloid-β may be able to cross-seed each other through 
these regions of sequence and structural similarity.

Discussion
Do our hIAPP structures recapitulate T2D patient seeds? In this 
study, we have determined the cryo-EM structures of four hIAPP 
polymorphs from fibrils seeded by patient-extracted seeds. Our 
structure TW3 is similar to 6Y1A15 and 6ZRF16 from unseeded 
controls. Structures TW1, TW2 and TW4 have not been reported 
before. Do these three seeding-specific polymorphs represent the 
presently unknown conformations of patient-extracted seeds, that 
is, of pathogenic hIAPP fibrils (Supplementary Text 4)?

A warning that seeded structures do not always replicate the 
structures of the seeds comes from a recent seeding study by 
Lövestam and colleagues33. Their work suggests that fibrils of 
recombinant α-synuclein seeded by patient extracts do not inevita-
bly replicate the structures of the seeds33. In this α-synuclein study, 
two parallel seeding attempts using different patient extracted seeds 
generated seeded fibrils, whose structures were then determined. 
The structures were composed of two types of protofilament that 
were either essentially identical or close to that found in unseeded 
recombinant α-synuclein fibrils. However, a third parallel seed-
ing attempt generated fibrils that largely replicated one out of two  

protofilaments of the seeds33. We believe these results suggest that 
there is a risk in seeding where the seeded protein may form fibrils 
that adopt the unseeded conformation, even in the presence of 
seeds. The third attempt by Lövestam et al. demonstrated that the 
structure of the seeds from the daughter fibrils can be obtained, at 
least at the level of the core fold of the protofilament. This empha-
sizes the importance of comparing the seeded fibril structures with 
unseeded controls at the protofilament level to judge which proto-
filament may represent the conformation of the seeds.

When we investigate the three new polymorphs found only in 
seeded hIAPP fibrils (TW1, TW2 and TW4) at the protofilament 
level, we find that TW2 adopts a unique conformation (CF3). We 
thus believe that CF3 is the most likely conformation to represent 
the seeds. By contrast, TW1 and TW4 both contain CF1 and CF2, 
which also exist in other unseeded hIAPP fibrils. We think this find-
ing does not diminish the possibility that the structures of TW1 and 
TW4 are inherited from pathogenic hIAPP fibrils. Our reason is 
that, although TW1 and TW4 both contain a protofilament with 
CF1 that has been observed in the unseeded controls 6Y1A15 and 
6ZRF16, TW1 and TW4 differ from these unseeded controls in that 
they also contain a protofilament with CF2. Therefore, the proto-
filaments that adopt CF2 can be considered as structural elements 
derived from the pathogenic seeds. We note that CF2 is also found 
in other unseeded hIAPP fibrils when either S20G (in 6ZRR and 
6ZRQ16) or SUMO-tagged (in 6VW212) hIAPP is used as the start-
ing monomer. Therefore, we believe that CF2 can be adopted either 
through seeding with pathogenic fibrils or by changing the form of 
hIAPP used for unseeded fibril growth.

Additional factors may mitigate concern about the seeding fidel-
ity in the present study. First, Lövestam et al. suggest that their failure 
to replicate structures via seeding may be due to the truncation and 
post-translational modification (PTM) of pathogenic α-synuclein 
fibrils33. These PTMs include ubiquitination and phosphorylation 
and are considered to favor α-synuclein fibril formation in patients, 
as does C-terminal truncation34,35. Apparently, when recombi-
nant α-synuclein without PTMs or truncation is used for seeding, 
the daughter fibrils do not adopt the same structure as the seeds. 
However, PTMs other than the C-terminal amidation, which is 
present in our hIAPP monomer, or truncation are not required for 
hIAPP amyloidosis36. Furthermore, in contrast to previously deter-
mined, unseeded hIAPP fibril structures that mostly contain the 
C-terminal portion of hIAPP in the fibril core with the first visible 
residue around 13–15 (Extended Data Fig. 5a), residues 6–12 are 
visible in TW2 and chain A of TW4 and adopt similar conforma-
tions in both structures (Extended Data Fig. 5b, inset). The confor-
mation of residues 1–5 is also indicated by weak densities in TW2 
and chain A of TW4 (Extended Data Fig. 5b). The observation of 
the longer cores in TW2 and TW4 may also support their potential 
pathological origin, because in vivo fibril formation is much slower 
that in vitro, which will give the N terminus enough time to occupy 
a definite conformation. This hypothesis is further supported by 
the observation that α-synuclein fibrils extracted from patients’ 
brains have larger ordered fibril cores than fibrils formed in vitro18. 
In short, the lack of sequence modifications, as well as larger 
ordered fibril cores may both suggest better fidelity of seeded repli-
cation of the hIAPP structure. In addition, hIAPP amyloid is linked 
with β-cell damage in T2D37,38, and the observation that our seeded 
hIAPP fibrils are toxic to pancreas cells (Extended Data Fig. 9b)  
may add to the potential physiological relevance of this study.

We note that if our structures indeed replicate the conforma-
tions of pathogenic hIAPP fibrils, these fibrils are extracted from 
only one T2D patient. Although fibrils formed by the same protein 
and formed in different patients with the same disease were shown 
to adopt the same structures in tau and α-synuclein studies18,39–41, it 
is still unknown if this is so for hIAPP fibrils in T2D. Further study 
with multiple patient samples is needed to address this question.

Table 2 | Comparative solvation energy calculations

Fibril 
structure

Fibril information Energy 
per layer 
(kcal mol−1)

Energy per 
residue 
(kcal mol−1)

TW1  
(PDB 7M61)

Synthetic wild-type 
hIAPP peptide 
seeded by patient 
extract

−24.4 −0.53 (chain A, 
−0.58; chain B, 
−0.48)

TW2  
(PDB 7M62)

Synthetic wild-type 
hIAPP peptide 
seeded by patient 
extract

−31.5 −0.49

TW3  
(PDB 7M64)

Synthetic wild-type 
hIAPP peptide 
seeded by patient 
extract

−27.0 −0.54

TW4  
(PDB 7M65)

Synthetic wild-type 
hIAPP peptide 
seeded by patient 
extract

−26.7 −0.49 (chain A, 
−0.49; chain B, 
−0.48)

6Y1A Synthetic wild-type 
hIAPP peptide 
aggregated in vitro

−23.2 −0.46

6VW2 SUMO-tagged 
recombinant hIAPP 
aggregated in vitro

−21.6 −0.45

6ZRF Synthetic wild-type 
hIAPP peptide 
aggregated in vitro

−24.0 −0.48

6ZRQ Synthetic hIAPP 
S20G peptide 
aggregated in vitro

−25.1 −0.55

6ZRR Synthetic hIAPP 
S20G peptide 
aggregated in vitro

−37.1 −0.54 (chain A, 
−0.53; chain B, 
−0.62; chain C, 
−0.46)
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The origin of heterotypic pairings of hIAPP conformations. A 
notable finding in this study is that two distinct conformations of 
protofilaments pair together in two of our fibrils, TW1 and TW4 
(Figs. 2 and 3b, Extended Data Fig. 4a, Supplementary Text 5 and 
Extended Data Fig. 8. Amyloid fibril structures with two protofila-
ments of different conformation have been reported several times 
(for example, recombinant H50Q α-synuclein fibrils42 and brain 
extracted α-synuclein fibrils18), but the difference in conforma-
tion between protofilaments has never been as large as we observe 
in TW1 and TW4 in this study and 6ZRR from synthetic S20G 
hIAPP16. We think these unique fibrils combining different confor-
mations are the result of hIAPP’s propensity to adopt different core 
folds, and the ability of these different conformations to interface 
via different surfaces (Extended Data Fig. 5f).

Conclusion
In summary, in this study we have seeded fibril formation of syn-
thetic hIAPP monomers with fibrils extracted from islet cells of a 
T2D patient and determined four cryo-EM structures of the seeded 
fibrils. Analysis of these structures and comparison with previously 
reported hIAPP fibril structures suggest the structural elements 
(CF3 and heterotypic assembly of CF1 and CF2) that are related 

to pathogenic hIAPP fibrils. Comparisons of wild type to S20G 
hIAPP fibril structures as well as hIAPP to amyloid-β fibril struc-
tures reveal the possible mechanism of how the hereditary mutation 
S20G facilitates hIAPP fibrilization in T2D and the regions that may 
enable hIAPP and amyloid-β cross-seeding.
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Methods
Islet cells from donors with T2D. Islet cells from seven donors with T2D were 
provided by City of Hope as formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded slices to test the 
existence of amyloid deposits by Congo red staining. The basic information about 
each donor is listed in Supplementary Table 1. After Congo red staining, we 
selected the donor with the highest staining signal (donor 6), and frozen islet cells 
from this donor were further requested from City of Hope and used for genotyping 
and fibril extractions.

Congo red staining of fixed patient slices. Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded 
slices of islet cells (thickness of 5 μm) were baked at 45 °C for 20 min for 
deparaffinization. The slices were then soaked three times in xylene (Fisher 
Scientific) for 5 min, then washed with 100%, 95%, 70% and 50% ethanol for 4 min, 
4 min, 2 min and 2 min, respectively. The washed slices were soaked in water for 
10 min on a shaker. The slices were Congo-red-stained using an amyloid stain, 
Congo red kit (Sigma-Aldrich), following the kit instructions. After Congo red 
staining, the slices were dipped twice in hematoxylin (Thermo Scientific) and 
rinsed in water for counter staining. After staining, the slices were washed three 
times with 100% ethanol for 5 min, rinsed in xylene, mounted with Permount 
mounting medium (Fisher Scientific) and allowed to dry for several hours. Stained 
slices were imaged by an AXIO Observer D1 fluorescence microscope (Zeiss) using 
bright-field and polarized light.

Genotyping of donor 6 hIAPP. To identify the genotype of the hIAPP from donor 
6, we extracted genome DNA from the islet cells using the following protocol. 
Frozen islet cells were resuspended with 400 μl of SNET buffer (20 mM Tris 
pH 8.0, 5 mM EDTA, 1% SDS, 400 mM NaCl) supplemented with 0.5 mg ml−1 
proteinase K, and the solution was incubated at 50 °C with occasional shaking 
for 1 h. After incubation, the solution was mixed with 400 μl phenol chloroform, 
vortexed for 15 s, and centrifuged at 14,000g for 30 s. The top aqueous layer of 
the mixed solution was removed and mixed with 40 μl of 3 M sodium acetate 
pH 5.4, 0.5 μl GlycoBlue (Thermo Scientific) and 750 μl isopropanol. The mixed 
solution was incubated at −20 °C for 20 min, then centrifuged at 14,000g for 30 s. 
The supernatant was removed and the pellet was washed with 400 μl ethanol and 
further centrifuged at 14,000g for 30 s. The supernatant was discarded and the tube 
was air-dried at room temperature for 20 min. Finally, 50 μl distilled water was 
added into the tube to dissolve the pellet, and the solution was used as template for 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using in-house-designed primers to amplify the 
DNA fragments that contained hIAPP genomic DNA (gDNA). The PCR products 
were sequenced by Laragen (USA).

The sequencing experiments were performed independently three times using 
three independent PCR products, and all results show that the genotype of hIAPP 
from donor 6 is the wild type. One of the representative sequencing results is given 
in the following, where the sequence of a part of the genome DNA that contains 
hIAPP gDNA is shown:

…A AA AA AA AA TC TC AG CC AT CT AG GT GT TT GC AA AC CA AA AC AC-
TG AG TT AC TT AT GT GA AA AT TG TT TC TT TG GT TT TC AT CA AT AC AA GA TA-
TT TG AT GT CA CA TG GC TG GA TC CA GC TA AA AT TC TA AG GC TC TA AC TT TT-
CA CA TT TG TT CC AT GT TA CC AG TC AT CA GG TG GA AA AG CG GA AA TG CA-
AC AC TG CC ACATGTGCAACGCAGCGCCTGGCAAATTTTTTAGTTCATTCC
AGCAACAACTTTGGTGCCATTCTCTCATCTACCAACGTGGGATCCAATAC
ATATGGCAAGAGGAATGCAGTAGAGGTTTTAAAGAGAGAGCCACTGAATT
ACTTGCCCCTTTAGAGGACAAT…

F ib ri ls extraction from islet cells and immunoprecipitation. The fibril 
extraction was performed according to a previous protocol43. Frozen islet cells 
were resuspended with 700 μl of saline buffer (0.15 M NaCl), homogenized and 
centrifuged at 19,000g at 4 °C for 20 min. The supernatant was removed (referred 
to as the S1 fraction) and the pellet was resuspended with 400 μl saline buffer, 
homogenized and centrifuged as in the previous step. The supernatant was also 
removed (referred to as the S2 fraction) and this 400-μl saline wash step was 
repeated another five times (generating S3–S7 fractions). The pellet was further 
washed three times with 400 μl H2O with the same operation (generating S8–S10 
fractions). The final pellet was lyophilized and then redissolved with 100 μl TBS 
buffer (20 mM Tris pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl) and is referred to as the pellet (P). 
We found that the hIAPP fibrils are enriched mainly in the S1 fraction but not 
in the pellet, as described previously43 by dot-blot assays and negative-stain EM 
(Extended Data Fig. 1b,c). We think this discrepancy is a consequence of the 
different tissues used for fibril extraction. In the previous study, frozen pancreatic 
tissues were used43, whereas we used purified islet cells instead. In our case, the 
fibrils may be isolated much more easily, remaining in the supernatant of the 
first homogenization step. To assess the purity of the S1 fraction, we performed 
sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS–PAGE) and 
ran a western blot, probing with antibodies that target hIAPP, amyloid-β, tau or 
α-synuclein (Extended Data Fig. 9a). The results suggest that only hIAPP fibrils 
were present in the S1 fraction, enabling further purification of the S1 fraction via 
immunoprecipitation with fibril-binding OC antibody.

Before immunoprecipitation, we treated the S1 fraction with collagenase 
by mixing 60 μl of the S1 fraction with 60 μl TBS buffer supplemented with 

4 μM CaCl2 and 50 U ml−1 collagenase (Sigma). We then incubated the mixed 
solution for 1 h at 37 °C. To pull down amyloid fibrils, we first prepared the 
antibody-coupled magnetic beads by incubating 2 μg of anti-amyloid fibrils OC 
antibody (Millipore, lot no. 2345063) with 50 μl of protein A magnetic beads 
(Invitrogen) and diluted them in TBST buffer (20 mM Tris pH 7.6, 150 mM 
NaCl, 0.1% Tween 20) to a final volume of 700 μl, then the mixed solution was 
incubated on a tube rotator at room temperature for 1 h. After incubation, we 
collected the magnetic beads, discarded the supernatant, mixed the beads with 
120 μl of collagenase-treated S1 fraction, and diluted the solution to final volume 
of 200 μl with TBS buffer. The final solution was incubated on a tube rotator at 
room temperature for 2 h, and the beads were then collected (the supernatant 
was removed and is referred to as the flowthrough fraction). The collected beads 
were first eluted with 150 μl TBST buffer (elute-1 fraction), then eluted twice 
with 50 μl of 100 mM glycine pH 2.0, and neutralized with 1 M Tris-HCl pH 9.0 
(elute-2 and elute-3 fractions). The eluted beads were resuspended with 50 μl TBS 
and are referred to as the beads fraction. We found that the hIAPP fibrils were 
enriched in the elute-1 fraction, as judged by three criteria: (1) the observation of 
amyloid fibrils in electron micrographs, (2) the competence of the elute-1 fraction 
in seeding the aggregation of fresh hIAPP monomers and (3) positive anti-hIAPP 
and OC signals in dot blots compared to the absence of primary antibody  
(Fig. 1b,c, Extended Data Fig. 1d–f and Supplementary Text 6).

We note that the existence of hIAPP fibrils in the elute-2 fraction cannot be 
fully ruled out by dot blot, as the elute-2 fraction already contained a certain 
amount of OC antibody (as shown in the ‘no primary’ line in Extended Data Fig. 1d  
as a negative control) and the signal might be saturated, whereas in EM and 
seeding assays the elute fractions did not suggest the presence of hIAPP fibrils 
compared to the elute-1 fraction (Extended Data Fig. 1d–f). We believe the reason 
that hIAPP fibrils were not enriched in the elute-2 or elute-3 fractions is that the 
binding between hIAPP fibrils and OC antibody is not very strong, so that after the 
hIAPP fibrils were pulled down from the solution they could be easily separated 
from the antibody when a slight buffer change occurred during the elute-1 step 
(from half diluted TBS to TBST, see above for details), before a larger buffer change 
occurred at the elute-2 or elute-3 step.

Dot blot and western blot. In our dot-blot assay, 2 μl of each sample solution 
was pipetted onto multiple nitrocellulose membranes (Invitrogen) in parallel and 
allowed to dry for 15 min. The membranes were probed by amylin polyclonal 
antibody (also referred to as anti-hIAPP antibody in this study, Invitrogen, lot 
no. UH2833361, 1:1,000 dilution) or anti-amyloid fibril OC antibody (Millipore, 
lot no. 2345063, 1:5,000 dilution) respectively, and further probed by anti-rabbit 
immunoglobulin-G (Sigma, lot no. 023M4757, 1:5,000 dilution) as the secondary 
antibody, and visualized with an ECL Plus western blotting substrate kit (Thermo 
Scientific). For an explanation for the high intensity in the ‘no background’ dot blot 
of elute-2 (Extended Data Fig. 1d), see Supplementary Text 6.

In Extended Data Fig. 9a, we used western blot to analyze the molecular 
weight of the S1 fraction. The loading dye contained 2 M urea. Proteins were 
transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (Invitrogen) and detected by immunoblot 
analysis with amylin polyclonal antibody (Invitrogen, lot no. UH2833361, 1:1,000 
dilution), anti-tau antibody (Agilent Dako, lot no. 20024929, 1:5,000 dilution), 
anti-amyloid-β antibody 6E10 (Biolegend, lot no. B261546, 1:5,000 dilution) 
and anti-α-synuclein antibody (MJFR-14-6-4-2, Abcam, lot no. GR3222269-10, 
1:5,000 dilution). As a secondary antibody we used goat anti-rabbit horseradish 
peroxidase (HRP; Invitrogen, lot no. 2116291, 1:5,000 dilution) or goat anti-mouse 
HRP (Abcam, lot no. GR3271082-2, 1:5,000 dilution). All membranes were 
developed using Pierce ECL Plus substrate (Thermo Scientific). We used positive 
controls to validate the antibodies for amyloid-β1–42 (expected size ~4 kDa, for 
anti-amyloid-β antibody), tau-K18 (residues 244–372, expected size ~15 kDa, 
for anti-tau antibody) and α-synuclein 1–140 (expected size ~14 kDa, for 
anti-α-synuclein antibody).

Negative-stain transmission electron microscopy. Negative-stain transmission 
EM samples were prepared by applying 5 μl of solution to 400-mesh carbon-coated 
formvar support films mounted on copper grids (Ted Pella). The grids were 
glow-discharged for 30 s before applying the samples. The samples were incubated 
on the grid for 2 min and then blotted off with filter paper. The grids were stained 
with 3 μl of 2% uranyl acetate for 1 min and washed with an additional 3 μl of 2% 
uranyl acetate and allowed to dry for 1 min. The grids were imaged using a T12 
(FEI) electron microscope.

Synthetic hIAPP preparation. Synthetic full-length hIAPP peptide was ordered 
from InnoPep with an amidated C terminus and a disulfide bond between 
Cys2 and Cys7, and the purity was >95%. The peptide was dissolved in 100% 
1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP) at a concentration of 1 mM, sonicated 
at 4 °C for 1 min, and incubated at room temperature for 5 h. After incubation, 
HFIP was evaporated by a CentriVap concentrator (Labconco) and the peptide 
was stored at −20 °C. Before use, HFIP-treated peptide was dissolved in 100% 
DMSO at a concentration of 1 mM or 5 mM, and further diluted 100-fold in 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and filtered with 0.1 μm Ultrafree-MC-VV 
centrifugal filters (Millipore) to form 10 μM and 50 μM hIAPP solutions.
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Thioflavin T (ThT) seeding assays. Synthetic hIAPP was diluted to 10 μM 
or 50 μM in PBS supplemented with 30 μM ThT, filtered with 0.1-μm 
Ultrafree-MC-VV centrifugal filters (Millipore) and mixed with 1% or 5% (vol/
vol) of seeds, respectively. The seeds were sonicated at 4 °C for 3 min before 
use. Mixed solution was pipetted into a Polybase Black 384-well plate with an 
optical bottom (Thermo Scientific) and incubated at 37 °C without shaking. ThT 
fluorescence was monitored by a FLUOstar Omega plate reader (BMG LABTECH) 
with excitation and emission wavelengths of 440 nm and 480 nm, respectively. The 
fluorescence curves were averaged from three independent measured replicates, 
and error bars show s.d. of replicate readings. To normalize the different ranges 
of fluorescence readings observed from different experiments (probably due to 
the different fluorescence gain settings of the plate reader), we normalized the 
readings to make the minimum mean value in each panel 0% and the maximum 
mean value in each panel 100%. To test the seeding ability of different fractions 
from the immunoprecipitation assay, 10 μM hIAPP solution was mixed with 1% 
(vol/vol) of the fractions (elute-1, elute-2 and elute-3) as fibril growing seeds 
(results are shown in Extended Data Fig. 1f). To monitor the seeding effect at the 
same concentration as growing fibrils for cryo-EM structure determination, 50 μM 
hIAPP solution was mixed with or without 5% (vol/vol) of the elute-1 fraction 
from immunoprecipitation as the patient extract (shown in Fig. 1c). ThT curves 
were generated using GraphPad Prism.

Fibril growth and seeding. To obtain the high fibril yields necessary for cryo-EM 
studies, we raised the concentration of hIAPP monomers from the 10 μM used in 
the seeding assays shown in Extended Data Fig. 1f to 50 μM. We were concerned 
that the elevated concentration of hIAPP would enhance the growth of unseeded 
amyloid fibrils and divert monomer from being templated by the seed. However, we 
found that seeding at this elevated hIAPP concentration still had a strong effect. It 
notably increased the aggregation rate and ThT signal compared to the monomers 
incubated in the absence of seeds (Fig. 1c). On imaging samples prepared by 20 h 
of incubation, we found the monomers incubated with seeds show mature and 
elongated fibrils, whereas the monomers incubated alone show immature fibrils 
(Fig. 1d). This observation further suggested the efficacy of seeding.

Freshly diluted and filtered 50 μM hIAPP solution in PBS was mixed with 
5% (vol/vol) patient extract as seeds. The seeds were sonicated at 4 °C for 3 min 
before use. The solution was then incubated at 37 °C without shaking for 20 h. 
After incubation, the solution was centrifuged at 4,000g for 1 min, and 95% of the 
original volume of supernatant was carefully removed from the centrifuge tube to 
concentrate the fibril solution 20 times. The remaining fibrils were resuspended 
by mixing with a pipette and then used for cryo-EM data collection. We tested 
the cytotoxicity of the seeded fibrils used in cryo-EM by 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-
2-yl]-2,5 diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) assays (Extended Data Fig. 9b).

Cryo-electron microscopy data collection and processing. To prepare the grids 
for cryo-EM data collection, we applied 2.6 μl of fibril solution onto a Quantifoil 
1.2/1.3 electron microscope grid, which had been glow-discharged for 2 min 
before use. The grid was plunge-frozen in liquid ethane with a Vitrobot Mark IV 
instrument (FEI). Two datasets were collected on the same 300-kV Titan Krios 
(FEI) microscope with a Gatan K3 camera located at the HHMI Janelia Research 
Campus, and were collected from grids that were made in parallel from the same 
batch of fibril samples. The microscope was operated with 300 kV acceleration 
voltage and a slit width of 20 eV. Videos were collected using super-resolution 
mode with a nominal physical pixel size of 1.065 Å per pixel (0.5325 Å per pixel 
in super-resolution video frames) with a dose per frame of ~1.5 e−/Å2. Fifty-seven 
frames were taken for each video for the first dataset (total dose per image 
~85.5 e−/Å2) and 30 frames were taken for each video for the second dataset 
(total dose per image of ~45 e−/Å2). Automated data collection was driven by 
SerialEM44. Anisotropic magnification distortion estimation, CTF estimation and 
beam-induced motion correction were performed with mag-distortion-estimate45, 
CTFFIND 4.1.846 and Unblur47, respectively. The physical pixel size was corrected 
to 1.055 Å per pixel after anisotropic magnification correction with Unblur47.

Particle picking was performed manually using EMAN2 e2helixboxer.
py48 for the first dataset, and performed automatically using CrYOLO49 for the 
second dataset. Particle extraction, 2D classification, helical reconstruction and 
3D refinement were performed in RELION50,51. Particles were extracted using 
an inter-box distance of 14.1 Å and a box size of 768 pixels that downscaled to 
a box size of 384 pixels (bin factor equal to 2). We performed 2D classification 
with tau_fudge factor set to 2, and from 2D classes we were able to identify four 
morphologies with twisting features and another four morphologies without 
twisting features (TW1–4 and NT1–4, respectively; Fig. 2 and Extended Data 
Fig. 2). The disruption of each morphology is shown in Fig. 2 (inset). We were 
only able to pursue the morphologies with twisting features due to the limitation 
of helical reconstruction. We selected the particles that belonged to 2D classes of 
TW1–4 and re-extracted them (individually for each morphology) into a box size 
of 256 pixels (for TW1, TW3 and TW4, which have relatively short pitch) or 384 
pixels (for TW2, which has relatively long pitch). No downscaling was used for 
re-extraction, and the inter-box distance was kept to 14.1 Å. The helical parameters 
of each twister morphology were estimated from the measured crossover distance 
and used for further 3D classification. We performed 3D classification with K = 3 

(or K = 5 for TW2) and a Gaussian cylinder initial model as described previously12. 
Particles belonging to the best 3D class were selected, and several more rounds 
of 3D classification (K = 3) were performed for each TW morphology to make 
sure the best particles were selected. The tau_fudge factor was set to 4 at the 
beginning of each 3D job, and was increased to 64 to push the resolution of the 
reconstructions. We then used the particles selected from the 3D classification to 
perform high-resolution gold-standard refinement51, and the resolution of each 
reconstruction was estimated using the 0.143 Fourier shell correlation (FSC) 
resolution cutoff. Before performing gold-standard refinement of TW2, we 
re-extracted the selected particles from a pixel box size of 384 to a pixel box size of 
256 to obtain a higher-quality final map.

Previous structural studies of unseeded synthetic wild-type hIAPP fibrils 
show structures that are similar to TW3 (PDB 6Y1A15 and 6ZRF16; Extended Data 
Fig. 4b), but their two structures were reconstructed with different handedness 
(right-handed twist for 6Y1A15 and left-handed twist for 6ZRF16). Because, in 
this study, we were not able to achieve resolutions high enough to identify the 
handedness of each morphology, here we performed reconstructions by assuming 
all the TW morphologies are left-handed, as the left-handed twist is most common 
for amyloid fibrils. We cannot rule out the possibility that one or serval of the TW 
morphologies solved here are right-handed. We believe that handedness should 
not influence the model we build for each morphology, as in the current resolution 
the same fold can be generated with either handedness, which is supported by 
the observation that 6Y1A and 6ZRF adopt a similar structure but have different 
handedness. We thus believe that determining the handedness should be beyond 
the scope of this study, as we mostly focus on the structures within each layer of 
the fibrils.

Atomic model building. The refined maps were sharpened with phenix.auto_
sharpen52 at the resolution cutoff indicated by half-map FSC. The atomic model of 
each TW morphology was manually built into the sharpened map using COOT53. 
For TW1, the map clearly suggests that a single layer contains two asymmetric 
chains. To build each chain, we first located the C-terminal tyrosine residue 
(Tyr37) at the end of the density tube that does not have extra fuzzy density. The 
remaining residues were built de novo according to their position in sequence 
relative to Tyr37. The resulting model fits the map unambiguously for all side 
chains (except a bump in TW1, Supplementary Text 7). Atomic model building of 
TW2 to TW4 is also described in Supplementary Text 7 (Extended Data Fig. 10).

The initial models were extended to five layers (10 chains) based on the helical 
symmetry of each TW morphology, and the five-layer models were refined by 
phenix.real_space_refine54 for several rounds. As the last step, the rotamer of 
each serine, glutamine and asparagine residue was manually inspected to favor 
hydrogen bonds, and the final model was validated using MolProbity55.

Structural alignment of all reported hIAPP fibril structures. With the four 
structures reported in this study there are currently nine near-atomic resolution 
structures of hIAPP fibrils (Table 2). To reduce the amount of structures used for 
comparison, we used TW3 to represent 6Y1A15 and 6ZRF16, because these three 
structures are very similar to each other (Extended Data Fig. 4b). Furthermore, two 
morphologies from hIAPP S20G fibrils have an almost identical conformation of 
chain A and B (6ZRR and 6ZRQ16; 6ZRR has an additional chain C in each layer), 
so we used 6ZRR to represent 6ZRQ. Here, we performed structural alignment of 
these structures at the single-chain level. That is, for those structures that contain 
two identical monomers in each layer (such as TW3), only chain A was used for 
structural alignment; for structures that contain two monomers with different 
structures (such as TW1), both chains A and B were used for structural alignment; 
for 6ZRR, which contains two identical monomers (chains A and B) and one 
additional monomer with different fold (chain C), chain A and C were used for 
structure alignment. The alignment was done via PyMOL56. Initially, all residues 
in each chain were used for structural alignment, and after all chains had been 
categorized into CF1 and CF2, all chains with a CF1 fold were re-aligned with the 
residue range restricted to 15–28 and those with a CF2 fold were re-aligned with 
the residue range restricted to 20–33.

We note that our previously reported SUMO-tagged recombinant hIAPP 
fibril structure contained CF2 when the ‘swapped’ version was used for structural 
alignment. The swapped version of 6VW2 was proposed in our previous structure 
study of hIAPP fibrils12, and is formed by swapping the residues from two chains 
in a single layer at Gly24 that are very close to each other (Extended Data Fig. 6; 
red dashed line in Fig. 3b); this domain swap is predicted to be chemically and 
energetically plausible, although not supported by the density map of 6VW212.

Note that we only use cryo-EM structures of hIAPP for structural comparison 
and analysis here, but there are models of hIAPP fibrils reported previously that 
were generated by different methods13,14. These alternate models, especially the 
one from the NMR study, may represent the structure of the ribbon morphology 
of hIAPP fibrils, which cannot be readily determined by cryo-EM. In our seeded 
fibrils, we also observed four morphologies of the ribbon form of hIAPP fibrils 
(NT1–4, Extended Data Fig. 2a,b), which together comprised 35% of the total 
population and were not amenable for cryo-EM structure determination. We 
cannot rule out the possibility that the structures of NT1–4 may be similar to the 
NMR model.
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Structural alignment of hIAPP and amyloid-β fibril structures. The PDB IDs 
of the amyloid-β structures used for structural alignment are 6OIZ57, 2M4J58, 
2MVX59, 5KK360, 5OQV61, 2NAO62, 2MXU63, 2BEG64, 2LMN65, 2MPZ66 and 6SHS67. 
Structural alignment was done via PyMOL56. We aligned each amyloid-β structure 
with TW1 chain A, chain B and TW2 using residues 24–34 in each amyloid-β 
structure and residues 19–29 in hIAPP fibril structures. The r.m.s.d. values for each 
alignment are summarized in Supplementary Table 3.

MTT assays. Rin5F cells were purchased from ATCC (cat. no. CRL-2058), then 
90 μl of cells were plated at 60,000 cells per ml, in 96-well plates (cat. no. 3603, 
Costar, Fisher Scientific) in DMEM medium (Life Technologies, cat. no. 11965092) 
supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) FBS (Life Technologies, cat. no. A3160401), 1% 
penicillin/streptomycin (Life Technologies, cat. no. 15140122) and 1% Glutamax 
(Life Technologies, cat. no. 35050061) at 37 °C, 5% CO2, in a humidified incubator. 
To perform MTT assays, patient-fibril-seeded hIAPP fibrils at a concentration 
of 50 μM were pelleted by centrifugation at 21,000g for 1 h and supernatant was 
removed. The pellet was suspended in sterile PBS buffer and sonicated for 5 min, 
then 10 μl of sample solution was added to cells at various concentrations (0, 1, 10 
and 50 μM). Experiments were performed in triplicate. After a 24 h incubation of 
samples with cells, 20 μl of Thiazolyl Blue tetrazolium bromide MTT dye (Sigma) 
was added to each well and incubated for 3.5 h at 37 °C under sterile conditions. 
The MTT dye stock was prepared by dissolving 5 mg ml−1 in sterile PBS buffer. The 
MTT assay was stopped by carefully aspirating off the culture medium and adding 
100 μl of 100% DMSO to each well. Absorbance was measured at 570 nm and the 
background reading was recorded at 700 nm and subsequently subtracted from the 
value at 570 nm.

Statistics and reproducibility. The western blot, ThT and cytotoxicity experiments 
were replicated at least three times with similar results. We did not replicate the 
Congo red staining. One negative-stain EM grid was prepared and imaged for each 
sample, whereas multiple (more than three) micrographs with similar results were 
observed for each grid.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Structural data have been deposited into the Worldwide Protein Data Bank 
(wwPDB) and the Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB) with the following 
accession codes: PDB 7M61, EMD-23686 (TW1); PDB 7M62, EMD-23687 (TW2); 
PDB 7M64, EMD-23688 (TW3); PDB 7M65, EMD-23689 (TW4). PDB accession 
codes for previously reported coordinates used for structural analysis in this study 
are: 6Y1A, 6ZRR, 6ZRQ, 6ZRF, 6VW2 for hIAPP fibrils and 6OIZ, 2M4J, 2MVX, 
5KK3, 5OQV, 2NAO, 2MXU, 2BEG, 2LMN, 2MPZ, 6SHS for amyloid-β fibrils. All 
data are available in the paper or the Supplementary Information.

Code availability
Energetic calculations were performed using custom written software. The code 
is available at the MBI website (https://people.mbi.ucla.edu/sawaya/amyloidatlas/
accessiblesurfacearea_v07.2d.f).
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Supplemental information on extraction of patient islet cells and seeding of fibril growth. a, Congo Red staining of slices of islet 
cells from various T2D donors (see Supplementary Table 1). b, Dot blot of fractions from extracted patient islet cells probed by anti-hIAPP (top) and 
anti-amyloid fibrils OC (bottom) antibodies. c, Negatively stained images of S1 and P fractions in (b). d, Dot blot of fractions from immunoprecipitation 
of the S1 fraction probed by anti-hIAPP (top), OC (middle) antibodies and no primary antibody (bottom) as a base line. e, Negatively stained images of 
flow through, elute−2 and elute−3 fractions in (b). The EM image of the elute−1 fraction is shown in Fig. 1b. f, ThT aggregation curves of fresh prepared 
synthetic hIAPP peptide incubated alone (black) or with elute-1 (red), elute-2 (blue) or elute-3 (green) fraction in (d) as fibril growth seeds. Data are 
shown as mean ± s.d., n=3 independent experiments. Note the elute-1 fraction from immunoprecipitation shows notable seeding ability as its curve shows 
shortened lag time and stronger ThT readings compared to hIAPP alone, whereas the elute-2 and elute-3 fractions show no ability in altering the hIAPP 
aggregation curve. Please see methods for the detailed definitions of fractions in panels b–f.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Cryo-EM data processing. a, Representative micrographs of 8 identifiable morphologies during data processing (TW1-TW4 and 
NT1-NT4, scale bar 500 Å). b, Representative 2D classes of NT1-NT4. c, Central slices of final 3D reconstructions of TW1-TW4. d-e, FSC curves between 
two half-maps (e) and the cryo-EM reconstruction and refined atomic model (f). In half-maps FSC, FSC curves (black) are fitted (red) with the model 
function 1/(1+exp((x-A)/B)), with A=0.2328 and B=0.01517 for TW1, A=0.2347 and B=0.01234 for TW2, A=0.2255 and B=0.01427 for TW3, and 
A=0.2252 and B=0.009377 for TW4.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Different views of the cryo-EM maps with five layers shown. For each morphology, the top view shows clear separation of 
β-strands, and the tilted views on the middle and bottom show clear separation of the layers of β-sheets along the fibril axis.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Structural comparisons of hIAPP fibrils. a, Superposition of chain A and B of TW1 (left) and TW4 (right). b, Superposition of TW3, 
6Y1A and 6ZRF, note that these three structures are very similar to each other. c, Superposition of chain A of TW1, TW3 and TW4 (top) and of TW1 chain 
A and 6ZRR chain C (bottom) at CF1 region. d, Superposition of TW1 chain A and TW2 (left), or TW1 chain B and TW2 (right). For superimposition details 
of panels a, b and d see Supplementary Table 2.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Detailed analysis of hIAPP fibril structures. a, Above in black: the amino acid sequence of hIAPP; below: the residues visible in 
different hIAPP fibril structures. b, Plausible conformations of flexible N-termini of TW2 (purple), TW3 (green) and TW4 (red and orange) suggested 
by weak densities. The superposition of Thr6 to Ala13 region of TW2 and TW4 chain A is shown as an insert. c, The interactions around Tyr37 for TW1 
(chain A, blue; chain B, cyan), TW2 (purple), TW3 (green), and TW4 (chain A, red; chain B, orange). d, The detailed view of an unexplained density 
around Gly33. The red dot represents the center of the unexplained density, and the length of each dash line is: i, 4.0 Å; ii, 2.9 Å; iii, 3.7 Å; iv, 5.2 Å. e, 
Different conformations of chain A of TW1 (marine) and TW4 (red, left) or chain B of TW1 (cyan) and TW4 (orange, right) outside the CF1 or CF2 
region, respectively. TW1 and TW2 are superimposed at the CF1 (chain A) or CF2 (chain B) region. f, The interfaces between protofilaments A and B 
for TW1 (marine and cyan), TW2 (purple), TW3 (green), TW4 (red and orange), and 6ZRQ (gray), as well as between protofilaments B (top) and C 
(bottom) for 6ZRR (grey). Ab, area buried. In panels c, e, and f, hydrogen bonds with distances between 2.3 and 3.2 Å are shown as black dashed lines. For 
superimposition details for panel b see Supplementary Table 2.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Explanation of swapped version of 6VW2. Original version (left) and swapped version (right) of SUMO-tagged recombinant 
hIAPP fibril structure. Two symmetrically related chains are colored black and grey. CF2 was shown as surface and colored red.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Distribution of different polymorphs in reported hIAPP cryo-EM datasets. hIAPP polymorphs are colored by (a) core folds or 
(b) homotypic vs. heterotypic pairings. From panel a, we found CF2 is more abundant in S20G dataset compared to wildtype ones with the exception of 
6VW2 dataset. In S20G dataset, 6ZRQ contributes to 76% of the solvable fibrils and is purely composed of protofilaments with CF2; 6ZRR contributes 
to the other 24% and contains two protofilaments with CF2 and one protofilament with CF1. In contrast, wild-type fibrils, 6ZRF and 6Y1A are the 
only solvable species in their datasets and they contain only CF1 in their protofilaments; in the wild-type fibrils in this study, we also observe more 
protofilaments with CF1 than that with CF2. TW1 and TW4 have equal amount of protofilaments with CF1 and CF2, but TW3 contains only protofilaments 
with CF1. From panel b, we note when formed in vitro without patient seeds, we observed homo-dimer forms of fibrils in most datasets (Cao et al., Röder 
et al., and the wile-type of Gallardo et al.) and only in one dataset did we find a small portion of heterotypic species (S20G of Gallardo et al., in which 6ZRR 
contributes to 24% of the solvable population compared to 76% of 6ZRQ that is homo-dimer form). Whereas in patient-extract-seeded fibrils we see 
higher populations of heterotypic species (TW1 and TW4 contribute to 40% out of 65% of solvable population).
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | Solvation energy maps of reported cryo-EM hIAPP fibril structures. Residues are colored from unfavorable (blue, 2.5 kcal/mol) to 
favorable stabilization energy (red, −2.5 kcal/mol).
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Extended Data Fig. 9 | Western blot of S1 fraction of fibril extraction and Mtt assays of seeded hIAPP fibrils. a, Western blot of S1 fraction (originally 
characterized in Fig. S1b) probed by antibodies that target hIAPP, amyloid-β, tau (K18), and α-synuclein. The only antibody to recognize and label the S1 
fraction is anti-hIAPP, suggesting that the S1 fraction consists primarily of hIAPP. Moreover, the molecular weight of the band corresponds to full-length 
hIAPP. When probed with amyloid-β, tau, and α-synuclein antibodies, bands appear only in positive control lanes (labeled as “+”, see Methods for detail). 
b, Rin5F cells were treated with different concentrations of patient-fibril-seeded hIAPP fibrils, and significantly less MTT dye reduction was observed 
compared to cells without adding fibrils (****p<0.0001 using one-way ANOVA test, data are shown as mean ± s.d., n=3 independent experiments).
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Extended Data Fig. 10 | Main chain tracing of tW2 and tW4. Low resolution 3D reconstructions of TW2 (a) and TW4 (b) displayed to illustrate the 
main chain tracing.
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